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THE CENTER PROBLEM AND COMPOSITION
CONDITION FOR ABEL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
JAUME GINE, MAITE GRAU AND XAVIER SANTALLUSIA
Abstract. The classical Poincare center-focus problem for pla-
nar polynomial systems of ordinary dierential equations can be
transformed, in certain particular cases, to the center problem of
a trigonometric Abel dierential equation. Several research papers
focused on the study of the center problem for trigonometric Abel
dierential equations. Polynomial Abel dierential equations are
also considered in the literature as a model problem. In this work
we make a survey of the most important results in this context and
we provide the state of the art of several related conjectures. We
give two new results on these conjectures.
1. Introduction
Consider a planar dierential system
(1) _x =  y + P (x; y); _y = x+Q(x; y);
where the dot denotes derivation with respect to an independent real
variable t, x and y are real and where P and Q are real analytic func-
tions without constant nor linear terms. We recall that a singular point
is a center if in a neighborhood of the singular point all the solutions
are periodic. In this paper we only consider the singular point at the
origin of coordinates in system (1). The center problem consists in
determining necessary and sucient conditions on P and Q such that
system (1) has a center at the origin.
In the particular case that P and Q are homogeneous polynomials
system (1) can be transformed into an Abel trigonometric dierential
equation. In case P and Q are homogeneous polynomials of degree n,
with n  2, the process is to take polar coordinates (r; ) and system
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(1) becomes
_r = f()rn; _ = 1 + g()rn 1;
where
f() = P (cos ; sin ) cos  +Q(cos ; sin ) sin ;
g() = Q(cos ; sin ) cos    P (cos ; sin ) sin :
Now applying the Cherkas transformation [14] given by
 =
rn 1
1 + g()rn 1
whose inverse is r =
1=(n 1)
(1  g())1=(n 1) ;
system (1) becomes the Abel trigonometric dierential equation
d
d
= ((1  n)f() + g 0()) 2 + ((1  n)f()g()) 3:
By the regularity of the Cherkas transformation and its inverse at r =
 = 0, system (1) has a center at the origin if and only if the former
ordinary dierential equation has a center. Hence we have transformed
the center-focus problem of system (1) into a center problem for an
Abel dierential equation. Other examples of systems of the form (1)
which can be transformed into an Abel dierential equation can be
found in [18].
In this context a trigonometric Abel dierential equation is an ordi-
nary dierential equation of the form
(2)
d
d
= a1()
2 + a2()
3;
where  is real,  is a real and periodic independent variable with
 2 [0; 2], and a1() and a2() are real trigonometric polynomials.
We recall that the center problem for a trigonometric Abel dierential
equation (2) is to characterize when all the solutions in a neighborhood
of the solution  = 0 are periodic of period 2.
Some authors also consider polynomial Abel dierential equations as
a model to tackle the center problem for a trigonometric Abel dieren-
tial equation, see [7, 8, 9]. We denote as a polynomial Abel dierential
equation an ordinary dierential equation of the form
(3)
dy
dx
= p(x)y2 + q(x)y3;
where y is real, x is a real independent variable considered in a real
interval [a; b] and p(x) and q(x) are real polynomials in R[x]. The center
problem for a polynomial Abel equation (3) is to characterize when all
the solutions in a neighborhood of the solution y = 0 take the same
value when x = a and x = b, i.e. y(a) = y(b). In this framework, given
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any real continuous function c(x), we denote by ~c(x) :=
R x
a
c()d and
we will say that a real continuous function w(x) is periodic in [a; b] if
w(a) = w(b).
Alwash and Lloyd in [4] provided a sucient condition for an equa-
tion (2) to have a center in [0; 2]. Inspired by this work, Briskin,
Francoise and Yomdin in [7] provided the following sucient condition
for the polynomial Abel equation (3).
Theorem 1. [7] If there exists a real dierentiable function w periodic
in [a; b] and such that
~p(x) = p1(w(x)) and ~q(x) = q1(w(x))
for some real dierentiable functions p1 and q1, then the polynomial
Abel equation (3) has a center in [a; b].
In [17] it is shown that if the sucient condition stated in Theorem 1
is satised then there is a countable set of denite integrals which need
to vanish. In [17] it is also shown that this is equivalent to the existence
of a real polynomial w(x) with w(a) = w(b) and two real polynomials
p1(x) and q1(x) such that ~p(x) = p1(w(x)) and ~q(x) = q1(w(x)). This
sucient condition is known as the composition condition.
To see that the composition condition implies that equation (3) has
a center in [a; b] one can consider the transformation y(x) = Y (w(x)) in
equation (3) in order to obtain the following Abel dierential equation
(4)
dY
dw
= p01(w)Y
2 + q01(w)Y
3:
Hence, there is a bijection between the solutions Y = Y (w) of equation
(4) and the solutions y = Y (w(x)) of equation (3). Since w is periodic
in [a; b], we get that equation (3) has a center in [a; b] because y(a) =
Y (w(a)) = Y (w(b)) = y(b).
It turns out that all the known polynomial Abel dierential equa-
tions which have a center in [a; b] satisfy the composition condition.
The composition conjecture, see Conjecture 3, is that the sucient con-
dition given in Theorem 1 is also necessary. That is, if a polynomial
Abel equation (3) has a center in [a; b], the conjecture states that the
composition condition is satised.
For a trigonometric Abel dierential equation (2), Alwash in [1]
showed that this conjecture is not true, see also [3, 15]. The com-
position condition for a trigonometric Abel dierential equation (2) is
that there exist real polynomials p1(x); p2(x) 2 R[x] and a trigonomet-
ric polynomial !() such that ~ai() = pi(!()), for i = 1; 2. Recall
that ~ai() :=
R 
0
ai(s)ds. The fact that !() and p1; p2 can be taken
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to be polynomials is proved in [17, 20]. There exist several counterex-
amples of the fact that the composition conjecture is not satised in
the trigonometric case. The authors of [1, 3, 15] provide examples of
trigonometric polynomials a1() and a2() for which the corresponding
trigonometric Abel dierential equation (2) has a center and does not
verify the composition condition.
The paper is organized as follows. The following section contains a
summary of some conjectures related to the composition conjecture and
the corresponding results. Section 3 is devoted to the known results
about the composition conjecture together with two new statements,
cf. Theorems 5 and 7. These statements are proved in sections 4 and
6, respectively. The last section 7 contains an appendix with the code
of two programs, written in the language of Mathematica and used in
these proofs.
2. Some other composition conjectures
In this section we consider the polynomial Abel dierential equation
(5)
dy
dx
= p(x)y2 + "q(x)y3;
where y is real, x is a real variable considered on the real interval [a; b],
" 2 R and p(x) and q(x) are real polynomials. We also assume thatR b
a
p(s)ds = 0.
One of the problems that can be tackled is to characterize when
equation (5) has a center in [a; b] for all " with j"j small enough. This
type of centers are called innitesimal centers or persistent centers, see
[3, 15].
The following computations were rst performed in [7]. We include
them for the sake of completeness. Given real values " and y0, we
denote by Y"(x; y0) the solution of equation (5) for the value of the
parameter " and with initial condition y0, that is, the real function
Y"(x; y0) satises
(6)
@
@x
Y"(x; y0) = p(x)Y"(x; y0)
2 + "q(x)Y"(x; y0)
3; Y"(a; y0) = y0:
We remark that, with this notation, a persistent center is when Y"(b; y0)
= y0 for all " with j"j small enough and for all y0 with jy0j small enough.
Recall that we denote ~p(x) =
R x
a
p(s)ds. We note that when " = 0,
equation (5) has a center in [a; b] because
Y0(x; y0) =
y0
1  y0~p(x) ;
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and clearly for all jy0j < p, where
p := min
x2[a;b]
1
j~p(x)j ;
we have that Y0(x; y0) is continuous in [a; b] and Y0(a; y0) = Y0(b; y0) =
y0 due to the assumption ~p(b) =
R b
a
p(s)ds = 0. Note that p > 0 and
therefore all the solutions in a neighborhood of y = 0 are dened for
all x 2 [a; b]. Equation (5) with " = 0 has a center in [a; b]. As we have
said, this means that there exists a family of periodic orbits in [a; b] for
equation (5) with " = 0 in a neighborhood of the solution y = 0. The
underlying idea when considering equation (5) is to determine which
orbits in this family persist for values of " with j"j small enough. Since
the dependence of equation (5) in " is analytic (indeed linear), we have
that the dependence of Y"(x; y0) in " is analytic. Thus, we can develop
this function in " in a neighborhood of " = 0 as
Y"(x; y0) = Y0(x; y0) + 1(x; y0)" + o("):
Since, from (6), Y"(a; y0) = y0 and Y0(a; y0) = y0, we deduce that
1(a; y0) = 0. Indeed, we can develop the rst equation of (6) in
powers of " and equating the coecients of "1 we deduce that
@
@x
1(x; y0) = 2p(x)Y0(x; y0)1(x; y0) + q(x)Y0(x; y0)
3:
Integrating this linear ordinary dierential equation for 1(x; y0) we get
that
(7) 1(x; y0) =
y30
(1  y0~p(x))2
Z x
a
q()
1  y0~p() d:
Therefore, the necessary and sucient condition for equation (5) to
have a center in [a; b] at rst order in " is that 1(b; y0) = 0. From
(7), we deduce that this is to say thatZ b
a
q()
1  y0~p() d  0;
for all y0 with jy0j close enough to 0. We can develop this integral in
powers of y0 in a neighborhood of y0 = 0 and we get that this condition
is equivalent to
(8)
Z b
a
q() ~p n() d = 0;
for all natural numbers n 2 N [ f0g, see [3]. Conditions (8) are called
the moment conditions. The composition conjecture for moments is
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that the moments conditions imply the composition condition. More-
over, in [10] it is proved that \at innity" the center conditions are
reduced to the moment conditions.
A counterexample to the composition conjecture for moments in the
polynomial case was given in [25]. We reproduce here this example, see
also [2, 3, 15].
In equation (5) we take p(x) = T 06(x) and q(x) = T
0
2(x) + T
0
3(x)
where Ti(x) denotes the i-th Chebyshev polynomial and T
0
i (x) its de-
rivative. We have that T2(x) = 2x
2   1, T3(x) = 4x3   3x and
T6(x) = (T3T2)(x) = (T2T3)(x) = 32x6 48x4+18x2 1. We take also
a =  p3=2 and b = p3=2. Under these conditions the moment condi-
tions (8) are zero taking into account that T2(
p
3=2)   T2( 
p
3=2) =
T3(
p
3=2)   T3( 
p
3=2) = 0. We note that if an equation (5) satises
the composition condition then the moment conditions are satised.
Indeed, if an equation (5) satises the composition condition then the
following conditions
(9)
Z b
a
p()~q n()d = 0;
are satised for all natural numbers n 2 N [ f0g. This is due to the
fact that if p(x) and q(x) satisfy the composition condition then the
integrands of the integrals (8) and (9) are functions of w() multiplied
by w0() and since w() is periodic in [a; b], we deduce that they all
need to be zero. Now we see that there are integrals in (9) for this
example that are not zero. For instance,
Z b
a
p()~q 2()d =
Z p3=2
 p3=2
T 06()(T2() + T3())
2d 6= 0:
Hence, equation (5) with p(x) = T 06(x) and q(x) = T
0
2(x) + T
0
3(x) does
not satisfy the composition condition.
We even have a stronger result. If one considers the dierential equa-
tion of this example with " = 1, this equation does not have a center
in [ p3=2;p3=2]. Easy computations show that the sixth Poincare{
Liapunov constant is v6 = 432
p
3=385. We have used the method
explained in section 4 to compute the Poincare{Liapunov constants v2,
v3, v4, v5 and v6. Therefore, this example shows that if the equation
has a center at rst order of ", then it is not necessary that the equation
has a center when " = 1.
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In the trigonometric case, that is, if one considers a trigonometric
Abel dierential equation of the form
(10)
d
d
= a1()
2 + "a2()
3;
where  is real,  is a real and periodic independent variable with
 2 [0; 2] and " is a real value close to 0, one can dene the composi-
tion conjecture for moments analogously to the polynomial case. The
moment conditions in this case write as
(11)
Z 2
0
~an1 ()a2()d = 0;
with n 2 N [ f0g. It is also possible to construct a counterexample
of the composition conjecture for moments as the following example
shows. We take in equation (10) a1() = sin 3 and a2() = cos . In
this case ~a1() = (1   cos 3)=3. It is easy to see that ~an1 () will be a
linear combination of the trigonometric functions 1; cos 3; cos 6; : : : all
of them orthogonal to a2() = cos . Hence all the moment conditions
(11) are satised. However the integrals
(12)
Z 2
0
a1()~a
n
2 ()d;
with n 2 N [ f0g, are in general not zero.
In [24], the characterization of all the pairs of real polynomials p(x)
and q(x) for which the moment conditions (8) are satised is given. We
note that this result characterizes all the Abel dierential equations (5)
with a center at rst order of ".
Theorem 2. [24] Given p(x) and q(x) 2 R[x] and a < b 2 R. The
moment conditions Z b
a
~q() p n() d = 0;
for all n 2 N[ f0g are satised if and only if there exist w1(x), w2(x),
: : :, wm(x) 2 R[x] with m  1 and wi(a) = wi(b) for i = 1; 2; : : : ;m
such that
~p(x) = p1(w1(x)) =    = pm(wm(x)) and ~q(x) =
mX
i=1
qi(wi(x));
where pi(x) and qi(x) 2 R[x] for i = 1; 2; : : : ;m.
In [24] several examples are given for which the conditions stated in
Theorem 2 are given and the composition condition is not satised.
However, in [15] it is shown that the natural translation of Theorem
2 to the trigonometric case does not hold. That is, it can be shown
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that there are dierential equations of the form (10) with a center at
rst order of " which do not satisfy the thesis of Theorem 2. The
characterization of the trigonometric Abel dierential equations (10)
with a center at rst order of " is an open problem.
In [15] it is proved that the existence of a center in [a; b] for all "
small enough of equation (5) (that is, a persistent center) implies the
conditions (8) and (9). In the trigonometric case, it is also shown that
if equation (10) has a persistent center then the conditions (11) and
(12) need to be veried.
Recently in [27] it is proved that if conditions (8) and (9) for a poly-
nomial Abel dierential equation (5) are veried, then the composition
condition is satised.
In the trigonometric case, that is for equation (10), if all moments
conditions (11) and (12) are satised then equation (2) does not neces-
sarily satisfy the composition condition, see [15]. However, under these
hypothesis, it may happen that the equation (10) with " = 1 has a
center as the example of section 3 in [15] shows, see also [16].
The generalized moment conditions areZ b
a
~p n()~q m()q()d = 0 and
Z b
a
~p n()~q m()p()d = 0
for all n;m 2 N[f0g. A proof that the generalized moment conditions
imply that the polynomial Abel equation satisfy the composition con-
dition is given in [13, 26, 15]. A proof of the translation of this fact for
the trigonometric Abel equation is given in [16].
In [17] the authors provide an explicit bound of the number of gen-
eralized moments (also called double moments) that have to vanish to
ensure that an Abel dierential equation, either in the trigonometric
form (2) or in the polynomial form (3), satises the composition con-
dition. This result allows to recognize the centers which satisfy the
composition condition or simply composition centers for polynomial
and trigonometric Abel dierential equation. This last result is used in
the next section to computationally approach the composition conjec-
ture. In [11] the denition of universal center was introduced, which
coincides with the denition of composition center, see [12, 20].
3. Composition conjecture
Given a polynomial Abel dierential equation (3), the center variety
is the set of polynomials p(x) and q(x) for which the equation has a
center in [a; b] and the composition center variety is the set of polyno-
mials p(x) and q(x) for which the equation has a composition center
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(that is the composition condition is veried) in [a; b]. After all that
we have said in the previous sections the statement of the composition
conjecture is the following.
Conjecture 3. For any polynomial Abel dierential equation (3) the
center variety and the composition center variety coincide.
We recall that this conjecture is not true for trigonometric Abel dif-
ferential equations, see [1, 3, 15, 20, 21, 22]. Moreover in [22] was proved
that the lowest degree of a trigonometric Abel dierential equation (2)
with a non-composition center is 3. Conjecture 3 is satised under cer-
tain restrictions of the coecients of the polynomial Abel dierential
equation, see for instance Theorem 2 in [3] and Theorem 2 in [6].
However a systematic verication of Conjecture 3 has not been done.
The aim of this section is to verify if all the centers of the polynomial
Abel dierential equation (3) for lower degrees of p and q are com-
position centers. We also analyze the case in which the number of
monomials in p(x) and q(x) is up to 2.
As we have said, in [16] another characterization of the composition
centers is provided in terms of the vanishing of a nite set of generalized
moments or double moments. As usual for a polynomial p(x) 2 R[x],
p denotes the degree of p.
Theorem 4. [17] Given p, q 2 R[x] with max(p; q) = n, equation (3)
has a composition center if and only if for all i; j 2 N [ f0g satisfying
i+ j  2n  3,
(13)
Z b
a
~pi(x)~qj(x)q(x) dx =
Z b
a
p(x) dx = 0:
This characterization of the composition centers allows to discrim-
inate the composition centers from other centers and approaches the
conjecture from a computational point of view. The main results of
the paper are the following.
Theorem 5. For any polynomial Abel dierential equation with degree
max(p; q)  3 the center variety and the composition center variety
coincide.
The proof of Theorem 5 is given in section 4.
We have also dealt with the case in which max(p; q) = 4. In this
case we cannot end up with all the computations to ensure that the
center variety and the composition center variety coincide. In section
5, we will make use of modular arithmetics and the algorithm described
in [28] which provide the center variety with a probability close to 1.
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All the pairs p(x) and q(x) that we nd using this algorithm give rise to
composition centers. Therefore, we can state the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6. For any polynomial Abel dierential equation with de-
gree max(p; q) = 4 the center variety and the composition center
variety coincide.
The computations motivating this conjecture are given in section 5.
Given a polynomial Abel dierential equation (3) dened in the real
interval [a; b], with a < b, we can make the following change of the
independent variable x ! (x   a)=(b   a). This leads to an Abel
dierential equation dened on the real interval [0; 1].
Theorem 7. Consider a polynomial Abel dierential equation (3) de-
ned on the real interval [0; 1]. Assume that p and q only have two
monomials, that is,
p(x) = aix
i + ajx
j and q(x) = amx
m + anx
n;
with ai; aj; am; an 2 R and i; j;m; n 2 N[f0g. Then the center variety
and the composition center variety coincide.
The proof of Theorem 7 is given in section 6.
4. Proof of Theorem 5
Given an ordinary dierential equation of the form (3), there is a well
known general method to compute center conditions which was proved
by Poincare. We will denote the center conditions as the Poincare{
Liapunov constants for equation (3). In order to compute them we
propose a formal rst integral of the form H(y; x) = y+
P1
k=2 hk(x)y
k,
where hk(x) are polynomials. We recall that a rst integral for an
equation (3) satises that _H = _y @H=@y + _x @H=@x  0, where _y =
p(x)y2 + q(x)y3, _x = 1. By imposing that _H = 0, we obtain the
following recursive system of linear dierential equations
(14) h0k(x) + (k   1)p(x)hk 1(x) + (k   2)q(x)hk 2(x) = 0;
for k  2 and with h0(x)  0 and h1(x)  1. From the recursive system
(14) we compute the polynomials hk(x) and we obtain the Poincare{
Liapunov constant vk := hk(b)  hk(a). The equation has a center in
[a; b] if vk = 0 for all k  2. We note that vk is a polynomial in the
coecients of p(x) and q(x).
We denote the coecients of p(x) and q(x) in the following way
p(x) =
P3
i=0 bix
i, q(x) =
P3
i=0 cix
i.
In order to proof the result we have computed fteen necessary condi-
tions vk = 0 for k = 2; : : : ; 16. These necessary conditions are very long,
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so we do not present them here. However, one can check our computa-
tions with the help of any available computer algebra system. In this
case, in order to obtain the families of centers we look for the irreducible
decomposition of the variety V (I) of the ideal I = hv2; v3; : : : ; v16i. This
is an extremely dicult computational problem. We have used the rou-
tine minAssGTZ of the computer algebra system Singular [23] and we
have found the irreducible decomposition of the variety of the ideal I
over the eld of rational numbers when max(p; q)  3.
The obtained decomposition consists of 2 components dened by the
following ideals
1) h2c2 + 3c3; 4c0 + 2c1   c3; 2b2 + 3b3; 4b0 + 2b1   b3i;
2) hb3c2  b2c3; b3c1  b1c3; b2c1  b1c2; 12c0+6c1+4c2+3c3; 12b0+
6b1 + 4b2 + 3b3i;
The generalized moment conditions ui are obtained computing the
integrals (13) and in this case we have found the irreducible decompo-
sition of the variety of the ideal J = hu1; u2; : : : ; u17i over the eld of
rational numbers. To deduce if all the centers are composition centers
we must only compare both decompositions and in both cases they are
the same.
5. On the Conjecture 6
As before, we denote the coecients of p(x) and q(x) in the follow-
ing way p(x) =
P4
i=0 bix
i, q(x) =
P4
i=0 cix
i. We have computed fteen
necessary conditions vk = 0 for k = 2; : : : ; 16, that we do not present
here. In order to obtain the families of centers we look for the irre-
ducible decomposition of the variety V (I) as in the previous section.
In this case, however, we cannot nd the irreducible decomposition of
the variety of the ideal I over the eld of rational numbers due to the
computational diculty. We try to nd this irreducible decomposition
over a nite eld. We take the prime p = 32003 and we have found this
decomposition over the nite eld Z=(p). We have chosen this prime
because the algorithm turned out to be very ecient and goes to a
reasonable speed when using it.
We have followed the algorithm described in [28] which makes use
of modular arithmetics. The modular approach used to obtain center
conditions consists on the following ve steps.
Step 1. Choose a prime number p and from the ideal I compute the
minimal associated primes ~I1; : : : ; ~Is with coecients in Zp,
Step 2. Using the rational reconstruction algorithm of Wang et al. [29],
we obtain the ideals Ii; i = 1; : : : ; s; with coecients in Q,
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Step 3. For each i, using the radical membership test, check whether
the polynomials vk for k = 2; : : : ; 16 are in the radicals of the
ideals Ii, that is, whether the reduced Grobner basis of the ideal
< 1  wvj; Ii > is equal to f1g, where w is a mute variable. If
yes, then go to Step 4, otherwise take another prime p and go
to Step 1.
Step 4. Compute the intersection over the rational numbersQ = \si=1Ii,
Step 5. Check that
p
Q =
p
I; that is, that for any qi 2 Q, the reduced
Grobner basis of the ideal < 1   wqi; I > is equal to f1g and
for any vj 2 I, the reduced Grobner basis of the ideal < 1  
wvj; Q > is equal to f1g. Recall that I = hv2; v3; : : : ; v16i. If
this is the case, then V (I) = [si=1V (Ii). If not, then go to Step
1 and choose another prime p.
We note that whenever we compute the Grobner basis of an ideal, we
must to do it over the eld of rational numbers.
The last step of this algorithm has not been veried into the eld of
rational numbers. However, we have checked it over nite elds Z=(p),
with dierent prime numbers p. This last step ensures that all the
points of the variety V (I) have been found. That is, we know that all
the encountered points belong to the decomposition of V (I) but we do
not know whether the given decomposition is complete. We remark
that, nevertheless, it is practically sure that the given list is complete,
see for instance [5, 19, 28]. Therefore, in the following we provide
sucient conditions to have a center, which are practically necessary.
We denote this situation by the expression with probability close to 1.
The obtained decomposition for the case max(p; q) = 4 consists of
2 components dened by the following ideals
1) hc4; 2c2 + 3c3; 4c0 + 2c1   c3; b4; 2b2 + 3b3; 4b0 + 2b1   b3i;
2) hb4c3  b3c4; b4c2  b2c4; b3c2  b2c3; b4c1  b1c4; b3c1  b1c3; b2c1 
b1c2; 60c0+30c1+20c2+15c3+12c4; 60b0+30b1+20b2+15b3+
12b4i;
The generalized moment conditions ui are obtained computing the
integrals (13) and in this case we have found the irreducible decompo-
sition of the variety of the ideal J = hu1; u2; : : : ; u17i over the eld of
rational numbers. To deduce if all the centers are composition centers
we must only compare both decompositions and in both cases they are
the same.
For the case max(p; q) = 5 without loss of generality we can divide
the study in two cases: either b5 = 1 or b5 = 0 and c5 = 1. We get
these cases by a rescaling of the form y = kY with k 6= 0. Even in the
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simple case that b5 = 0 and c5 = 1, and using modular arithmetics,
we have not been able to nd the irreducible decomposition of the
variety V (hv2; v3; : : : ; v16i).
6. Proof of Theorem 7
In equation (3) we write p(x) = aix
i+ajx
j and q(x) = amx
m+anx
n.
Using the method of construction of a formal rst integral described at
the beginning of section 4, we obtain that the rst Poincare{Liapunov
constant is v2 =  (1 + j)ai   (1 + i)aj. All the Poincare{Liapunov
constants computed in this section have been obtained by using the
algorithm described in the appendix. The vanish of v2 gives us ai =
(1 + i)aj=(1 + j). The second Poincare{Liapunov constant is v3 =
 (1 + n)am   (1 + m)an. Vanishing this constant we obtain an =
(1+n)am=(1+m). We note that at this moment we have that ~p(x) =R x
0
p()d and ~q(x) =
R x
0
q()d satisfy that ~p(0) = ~p(1) = 0 and
~q(0) = ~q(1) = 0.
The third Poincare{Liapunov constant is given by v4 =  ajam(i  
j)(m n)(i+j+ij m n mn). We divide the study of the vanishing
of v4 in three cases.
First case: ajam = 0. When aj = 0 we have that ai = 0 and
then p(x)  0. This case gives a dierential equation with separated
variables which forms a composition center (recall that ~q(0) = ~q(1) =
0). In the case that am = 0 we get an analogous result.
Second case: (i   j)(m   n) = 0. If i = j then p(x) has a single
monomial p(x) = ajx
j and then ~p(x) = ajx
j+1=(j+1). The condition
~p(1) = 0 implies that aj = 0 and, hence, p(x)  0. We get again a dif-
ferential equation with separated variables which forms a composition
center (recall that ~q(0) = ~q(1) = 0). In the case that m = n we get
an analogous result.
Third case: i + j + ij  m   n  mn = 0. We take i = ( j +m +
n+mn)=(1 + j). The next Poincare{Liapunov constant is
v5 =  2a2jam(j  m)(j   n)(m  n)(2j + j2  m  n mn)2:
Excluding the previous cases, we get that either j = n or (2j + j2  
m   n  mn) = 0. In the case that j = n we get that there exists a
constant C such that p(x) = Cq(x) which forms a composition center.
In the latter case (2j + j2  m   n  mn) = 0, we obtain that i = j
and, thus, p(x)  0.
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7. Appendix
Program to compute the Poincare{Liapunov constants for an equa-
tion (3) dened in the interval [0; 1] and with p and q polynomials up
to degree 5.
p = b0 + b1x+ b2x2 + b3x3 + b4x4 + b5x5;
q = c0 + c1x+ c2x2 + c3x3 + c4x4 + c5x5;
h =  Apply[Plus; Integrate[Cases[Expand[p]; ]; x]];
Numerator[Factor[(h=:x  > 1)  (h=:x  > 0)]] >> v2:txt
hh = h;h =  Apply[Plus; Integrate[Cases[Expand[2  p  hh+ q]; ]; x]];
Numerator[Factor[(h=:x  > 1)  (h=:x  > 0)]] >> v3:txt
For[k = 4; k < 16; k ++; hhh = hh;hh = h;
h =  Apply[Plus; Integrate[Cases[Expand[(k   1)  p  hh
+(k   2)  q  hhh]; ]; x]];
Put[Numerator[Factor[(h=:x  > 1)  (h=:x  > 0)]];
StringJoin["v"; T oString[k]; ":txt"]]]
Program to compute the moment conditions for an equation (3) de-
ned on [0; 1].
p = b0 + b1x+ b2x2 + b3x3 + b4x4 + b5x5;
q = c0 + c1x+ c2x2 + c3x3 + c4x4 + c5x5;
P = Integrate[p=:x  > z; z; 0; x];
Q = Integrate[q=:x  > z; z; 0; x];
Numerator[Factor[Integrate[p; x; 0; 1]]] >> u1:txt;
Numerator[Factor[Integrate[q; x; 0; 1]]] >> u2:txt;
For[i = 1; i < 8; i++; For[j = 1; j < i+ 1; j ++;
Put[Numerator[Factor[Apply[Plus; Integrate[Cases[
Expand[P^(i  j) Q^j  p]; ]; x; 0; 1]]]];
StringJoin["u"; T oString[2 + (i  1)i=2 + j]; ":txt"]]]]
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